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The 2016 Tennessee Craft Spring Fair
showcased a stellar collection of arts and
crafts. One artist cast a huge shadow.
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T

he undulating shapes found in Shadow May’s
ceramics echo the profiles of glacial mountains and distant
volcanoes surrounding his hometown on Kachemak Bay in
Homer, Alaska. Some forms bring to mind the wingspan
of eagles that soar high above that landscape 200 miles
south of Anchorage. The artist grew up in a time and
place “when kids could still run in the woods for five hours
without their parents worrying.”
Why name him Shadow? He never got the whole story,
but explained that his parents “were pioneers in their own
way.” So is their son when it comes to his creative output.
As a boy, Shadow lived in the moment, and he still does—
each time he lifts a monolithic slab of clay.
“What drives me is a need to prove something whether
it be in clay or something else; it pushes me to be brave
and fearless. It’s such physical work, I can easily move 500
pounds of clay a day or every other day.”
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Shadow’s artistic focus is intense. “I’m a potter through
and through, but I’m building with a sculptor’s mentality—
wanting to do something that might be significant one
day.” His innovative work won the Nashville Arts Magazine
Stand Out Award at Tennessee Craft’s Spring Fair in
Centennial Park.
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Emerge, 2014, Raku clay body, steel, 20” x 42” x 16”

Black Shore, 2013, Raku clay body, 7” x 13” x 7”

He first encountered clay in high school where he spent four
years “just exploring and experimenting.” After graduation
and a summer job, his ceramics teacher and a guidance
counselor helped to line up an apprenticeship for him in
Knoxville, Tennessee. Since that experience, the artist said
he is “mostly self-taught.” Today, Shadow shares his own
expertise by teaching occasional workshops.
His functional pottery—mugs, jars, vases, bowls, trays, boxes,
and tumblers—seem to be both serious and a bit lighthearted
all at once. Many of his glazes actually resemble shadows
while others suggest subtle forest or shoreline hues. Sealed
joints, slender cutouts, and patterns embossed into his pieces
force you to move closer to observe details then wonder what
led him to make such unusual but deliberate choices.

“Even my functional pieces are one of a kind but very
sculptural. Once I pull a section off and show people it’s a
lidded jar, for me that serves a function. A lot of my sculptures,
I seal them off because potential customers are often looking
for where to put their umbrellas. That will move me to make
a whole body of sculptural pieces without any crevices or
holes!”
His non-functional pieces look as if they are waiting to take
another breath before reaching out in your direction. Torn
forms, unconcealed joints, and bent slabs may seem fanciful,
puzzling, or even inspired by modern dance poses—these
imaginative forms will beckon your curiosity and questions.
Where does Shadow get his ideas? How does he begin a new
piece? Why did he select that combination of thrown pots to
gather together? What tools does he like to use?
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Sealed joints, slender cutouts, and
patterns embossed into his pieces force
you to move closer to observe details
then wonder what led him to make such
unusual but deliberate choices.

Divide, 2013, Sculptural clay body, 28” x 11” x 10”

Sea Wolf, 2013, Sculptural clay body, 10” x 36” x 8”

Of a man who is “still jumping between potter and sculptor”
you might wonder what he is likely to do next. Even Shadow
may not know until he puts his hands on the clay that tempts
his creativity each day. Given the crowd that overflowed his
Tennessee Craft booth, it looks like this artist is well on his
way toward being significant. na
For more information, visit www.shadowmaystudios.com.
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“My tools are fairly minimal. I use the end of a 2x4 to join
sometimes, as well as a small piece of textured plywood. I still
use burlap and even utilize a nice crack in my concrete floor.
I try to be spontaneous with my tools. Every component,
other than the wheel-thrown pieces, is made by techniques
I’ve learned without using any tool. Folding slabs of clay
allows me to encapsulate each component with air as well
as manipulate it like folding or draping ribbon.”

